An excellent theory about the Epstein affair.
(Note that the writer may not be a native English speaker and uses some unusual slang terms.)

'The difference, the US government became far more corrupt under the Klinton Krime Klan,
way beyond anything imagined. All the flights billy boy took on Epstein's Jets, the billy goat,
more than just a sick pervert, the goat to trick others to go to Esptein's extortion island.
This a serious extortion operation for global control, really sick stuff. So what chances do they
take. What if they can not get people to take the Epstein's jet to extortion Island, how will they
solve that problem, I know use a ex-president billy goat to invite them and go with them to
Extortion Island.
Did anyone ever tell you not to accept food and drink from strangers because it might be
drugged. So would a global extortion program take any chances what so ever that those
targets brought onto the flight by the billy goat, would not create extortion material or would
they put the right chemical cocktail in those food and drinks to ensure that those intoxicated
out of their brains individuals would molest children on camera.
This is a multi-billion dollar extortion program, using children, now honestly answer the
question, would those people put drugs in your food and drink to get you to do what they want
you to do, once on that plane those people were screwed, seriously. Why do the Clintons
have so much power, possibly perhaps because those billy goat flights had more victims than
just the children and the Clintons can access the Epstein works, their copies, after all the billy
goat brought most of the real victims and Epstein supplied the drugs and the children (this the
work of corrupt elements of the CIA and the Mossad and MI6 the poms right in there, the
other goat bringing suckers to the extortion party a prince, a dumb one admittedly probably
had little idea what was going just hat his non sweaty member was getting wet).
Seriously why was the billy goat on that plane so many times with so many people, why does
the billy goat and it's bitch have so much power, yeah the billy goat was really tight with
Epstein, that power comes from being part of that con. Con because that drugged their
victims and no matter what those victims are still guilty on video, the perfect crime.
The funny part of this, you can of course bet the Clintons deleted all videos of them but these
are a pack of real psychos, so you can bet Maxwell kept copies of the Clintons just in case
and probably got ones of them plotting and scheming this whole corrupt treasonous
'conspiracy'.
If the pieces fit that way, so be it, eliminate all the other theories until one remains that fits
what you can observe and that most likely is the one. Want to know the sell, "hey you went
crazy on all the drugs you took and molested that young person, don't worry we keep track of
this area, you know poor people wanting to extort rich people and have video proving she
wanted it and it was not rape, we saved you, don't worry we will look after it all", the con.”rbt61

